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Update on Exams

We hope you have all received an email from our
Principal, Tim Naylor, which helps explain (in more
detail) the awarding of qualifications for A Level and
GCSE students in summer 2020, as well as our current
position with regards to continuity of education.
 
As you all know, Bath Academy is unique in this
situation; being a smaller, independent college means
we can provide personalised support  as well as
programmes of learning which involve both continued
instruction as well as continuing opportunities for
assessment, including upcoming mock exams.
 
The college will take individual circumstances into
consideration and always be scrupulous in making a
professional judgement about a student’s grade based
on the most representative evidence, not simply the
most recent assessment.
 
We are committed to ensuring that you are in the best
position to continue into Higher Education and that we
are able provide the examination boards with accurate
information that reflects the highest levels of your 

WHAT'S ON:
Café Zoom with Sam -
Tuesdays & Thursdays at 4pm
April 14 - Summer term begins
online
April 27 & May 11 - Mock
Exams

Mock exam results are just
one of several pieces of
evidence to consider. 

We know students work very
hard between mock exams
and the actual exam, and

performances can improve.”

- Cambridge Assessment

achievement, backed by robust evidence.



Pupil Achievement including

Academic Development

Pupils Personal Development 

Over the next few weeks we'll be

sharing with you insights into our

recent school inspection with ISI.

The ISI is a government approved,

independent inspectorate for

independent schools, and we were

very pleased with our results.

 

In the Educational Quality

Inspection, schools are judged in two

areas:

 
*Please see our website for full inspection report

Here's your chance to reconnect with
your classmates and chat to our
Registrar! Tell us how you're doing, vent
and laugh, ask any questions. Let's keep
each other motivated and encouraged
during these challenging days. 
 
Topics range from your Zoom lessons, to
mock exams, to current affairs, to virtual
Pub Quiz events, and maybe even a free
lesson on History or Cricket!
 
Email Sam if you're interested; 
Sam.Hollingshead@BathAcademy.co.uk

ISI Inspection
February 2020

Café Zoom

Tuesdays &
Thursdays at 4pm

Any questions about anything?

Email us info@bathacademy.co.uk


